Installing the Furzone 610 Vac Attachment
This attachment may be a little hard to get on the first time until you understand how it
goes on. If your having problems, have someone help you. A second set of eyes helps.

After the logo board is off, look and compare the
bottom of the logo board, and the bottom of the
vac attachment. You’ll notice that the vac
attachment has a logo board on the bottom of it.
Notice the little tabs on the front of both, these
tabs hold the vac attachment securely on the
front of the clipper, and the tab on the rear goes
under the body and locks in holding the
attachment in place so it doesn’t come out.

Rear Tabs

Front Tabs

Removing the logo plate is step one. If you
already have the Furzone 610, and have changed
the lever, your already ahead of the game.
The logo board slips off just like the battery
cover on your TV remote. Push forward, then lift
up from the front. It has little tabs that lock it in
on both sides. Watch how this cover comes off,
because the vac attachment goes back on the
same way. See where the rear tabs go as well.

This is a great picture that illustrates how the tabs
on the front of the vac attachment fit on the front
of the clipper, just like your TV remote.
Since the vac attachment is a curved piece of
plastic like the logo board, you will have to press
down slightly on the front of the vac attachment to
make sure those tabs slide under the clipper body
correctly so they hook on like you see in the
picture. If they don’t hook on, the vac attachment
wont be locked on. Try it again.

Time to put the attachment on. Remember its curved, so we have to press down on the
front, as well as the rear when we slide it into place.
First set the attachment on the clipper. Put your left thumb on the rear tab and hold it in
place. Then put your right thumb on the front of the attachment and get ready to push
down and slide the attachment on. Make sure the rear tab goes under the body and locks
in, and the front tabs go under the front body to lock the front on.

To me, holding the clipper this way lets me slide the attachment on while I can see the
tabs in the front to make sure they go under the body and lock in. When you push it
back to lock it on, you may have to press on the rear tab with your fingernail to get it
to go under the body back there. That is the tab that locks it on the clipper so it may
be harder to bend and get it under there. Your right hand has fingers under the clipper,
while your thumb is squeezing the attachment towards your fingers to make sure the
attachment bends enough so the front tabs lock in.
It goes on just like the logo board does, but you have a large vac attachment on top of
it. Once you get it on, you’ll see how easy it is, remember to get someone to help you
if you need it.
There is a video on our website that shows how to put this vac attachment on. Go
there and scroll down until you see the vac attachment and the video.
http://www.ntforsale.com/furzoneclippersblades.html

